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Empowering Offshore Aquaculture



We are glad to announce that Fabrizio Lagasco - The Blue Growth Farm Project Coordinator - 
took part in the 38th International Conference on Ocean, Offshore & Arctic Engineering  taking 
place on 12th June 2019 in Glasgow (UK) to present our project. 

In particular, in the framework of the Symposia dedicated to Ocean Space Utilization, the 
Project Consortium presented four papers containing all the latest advancements of the 
project:

• “New Engineering Approach for the Development and Demonstration of a Multi-Purpose 
Platform for the Blue Growth Economy” (RINA)

• “Frequency Domain Analysis of a Hybrid Aquaculture-Wind Turbine Offshore Floating 
System” (Strathclyde University)

• “Analysis of the Coupled Dynamics of an Offshore Floating Multi-Purpose Platform: Part A: 
Rigid Body Analysis” (Strathclyde University)

• “Analysis of the Coupled Dynamics of an Offshore Floating Multi-Purpose Platform: Part B: 
Hydro-Elastic Analysis With Flexible Support Platform” (NOEL)

The OMAE 2019 was hosted by one of the Blue Growth Farm partners: the Department of 
Naval Architecture, Ocean and Marine Engineering at the University of Strathclyde.
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17th - 20th June 2019 in Cork (Ireland) 

We are glad to announce that Project Partner “Politecnico di Milano” presented The Blue Growth 
Farm at the “Wind Energy Science Conference 2019” that took place in Cork (Ireland) from 17 to 
20 June.

The conference aimed at providing a multi-disciplinary open forum for discussion where 
delegates can explore the latest developments in wind energy science, spot emerging trends 
and identify future collaborators.

WIND ENERGY SCIENCE CONFERENCE 2019



17th - 20th June 2019 in Cork (Ireland) 

Our Project Coordinator Fabrizio Lagasco took part in the workshop dedicated to H2020 
opportunities in the field of Blue Growth that took part in Rome (Italy) on 2 April 2019.

The event was organised by CNR, BIG (The Blue Italian Growth Technology Cluster) and APRE. 
The main topics discussed during the workshop were:

• technologies for observations, fishery, black sea, plastic

• offshore energy (wind and storage), ocean energy, biofuel

• automation, traffic management, production, ship building, noise, decarbonization

• polar, costal, circular economy, climate action

• Fabrizio presented “The Blue Growth Farm Project” in the framework of session 2 
“Successful Stories”. 

The workshop represented a great networking opportunity with other H2020 projects: 
MERCES (Marine Ecosystem Restoration in Charging European Seas), Blue Bridge (Building 
research environments fostering Innovation, Decision Making, Governance and Education to 
support Blue Growth) and Blue Med (promoting the blue economy in the Mediterranean Basin 
through cooperation).
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24th, 25th and 26th April 2019 in Montpellier (France)

Project Partner SAFIER INGENIERIE SAS took part in Floating Offshore Wind Turbines 2019, 
one of the world’s largest event dedicated to floating offshore wind turbines.

This year edition took place on 24th, 25th and 26th April 2019 in Montpellier (France).

Lots of people showed interested in The Blue Growth Farm project and the event constituted 
a good dissemination opportunity.

FLOATING 
OFFSHORE WIND TURBINES 2019



6th September 2019 in Naples (Italy)

The Blue Growth Farm team is glad to announce that project partner NOEL had a booth in the 
exhibition area at the European Wave and Tidal Energy Conference (EWTEC),  which was held in 
Naples from the 1th to the 6th of September 2019.

The conference, which is at the 13th edition, focused on ocean renewable energy.

NOEL took the opportunity to present the BGF project to the attendees and received some 
useful feedback for our work.

EUROPEAN WAVE
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11th September 2019 in Reggio Calabria (Italy) 

The workshop was held on 11 September 2019 in Reggio Calabria (Italy) and it aimed at:

• providing stakeholders with an overview of the project and the potential benefits of these 
multi-purpose offshore structures for communities such as those in Reggio Calabria;

• describing the experimental plan that will be carried out at the Natural Ocean Engineering 
Laboratory premises in Reggio Calabria in September 2020;

• promoting involvement, collaboration and knowledge sharing in order to optimise the 
implementation of the project in the Mediterranean Sea;

• answering questions and obtaining feedback from stakeholders, including positive aspects, 
added values, potential barriers, suggestions on how to improve;

• setting up a ‘Stakeholder Reference Group’ that will meet again in 04/2020 and 01/2021.

The following authorities have been invited and participated to the formal welcome greetings:

• Head of Maritime Directorate in Reggio Calabria (Comandante Direzione Marittima di Reggio 
Calabria).

• Rector of The Mediterranea University (Rettore dell’Università Mediterranea).

• Director of the Natural Laboratory of Ocean Engineering in Reggio Calabria (Direttore del 
NOEL, Laboratorio Naturale di Ingegneria Marina di Reggio Calabria), partner of the BGF 
project.

• President of Chamber of Commerce of Reggio Calabria (Presidente della Camenra di 
Commercio di Reggio Calabria).

• President of ANCE (National Association of Construction Companies - Associazione 
Nazionale Costruttori  Edili).

• President of Confindustria.

• Interregional Responsible for Sicily and Calabria Public Works (Provveditore interregionale 
per le opera pubbliche per la Sicilia e per la Calabria).

We are glad to announce that the workshop was a success and 55 attendees were present!
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The aim of the community event was to collect feedbacks from the local community of Reggio 
Calabria about our project.

It has been planned to be carried out on the week after the 1st Stakeholders Reference Group 
Workshop to take advantage of a greater affluence of people along the main seafront street of 
the Reggio Calabria in conjunction with the city Patronal Feast.

Use of a public area already present in the seafront street has been planned to enable inviting 
people to attend the interview at a desk and to host:

• BGF roll-up poster;

• University panels to introduce the event and to provide preliminary information on the BGF 
platform.

The most suitable day for the Community Event was the 19th September, because of weather 
conditions. 

WAVE-IT and NOEL oversaw the organization of the Community Event and to that end a number of 
students from the Engineering Faculty of the Mediterranean University were tasked and trained 
to conduct the survey and support organizers during the planned activity.

It was agreed between the partners that the reward for participating in the event could be in 
terms of a free ticket for the purchase of an ice cream at the nearby ice cream shopper: the 
event successfully registered 108 attendees!

COMMUNITY EVENT



3rd – 6th November 2019 in St Julian’s, Malta 

We are glad to announce that project partner “Politecnico di Milano” is going to attend the 2nd 
International Offshore Wind Technical Conference (IOWTC2019) organised by the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), to be held in St Julian’s, Malta November 3-6, 2019.

The conference will draw together members of the scientific community, researchers, 
academia and the offshore wind engineering industry from around the world.

In particular, the Blue Growth Farm team will present the paper “Large Aerolastic Model of a 
Floating Offshore Wind Turbine: Mechanical and Mechatronics Design”.

2ND INTERNATIONAL OFFSHORE WIND 
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What is your work focused on in The Blue Growth Farm project?What is your work focused on in The Blue Growth Farm project?
The main task of the Blue Growth Farm project is of course to design a multi-function 
floating platform for use in Mediterranean and Atlantic waters, and to build and deploy 
a prototype platform at the NOEL site in Reggio Calabria. However, it is also necessary 
to investigate the potential environmental impact of the platforms and to consider how 
society will regulate and respond to them. It is the social aspects that the project’s 
Work-Package 8 studies. The Work-Package is led by SAMS, and my focus has been on 
two topics. One, shared with Giulio Brizzi of Chlamys, concerns the legal framework, 
in Europe, for planning and regulating the combination of offshore renewable energy 
generation with fish-farming that characterises the Blue Growth Farm project. The 
other, shared with my SAMS colleagues Suzi Billing and George Charalambides, has 
been to study what we call ‘Social Licence to Operate’ for multi-function platforms.

In which way are you engaging the citizens of Reggio Calabria in your In which way are you engaging the citizens of Reggio Calabria in your 
project?project?
The city of Reggio Calabria, at the toe of the Italian peninsula, is the home of the NOEL 
site where the Blue Growth Farm project will deploy its prototype. It is thus necessary 
to obtain authorisation from the Capitaneria di Porto (the Harbour Master) of the city’s 
port. To help in this, a Stakeholder Reference Group has been formed from members 
of local organisations with an interest in the port and the coastal waters. The first 
meeting of this group, organised by RINA-C and UNIRC-NOEL, took place in September 
in the building of the harbour administration. The SAMS group journeyed to Reggio 
Calabria to join BGF co-ordinator Fabrizio Lagasco, Professor Felice Arena of NOEL, 
and other colleagues, in managing this stakeholder workshop. We also wanted to 
discover local public opinion about wind energy capture and fish farming, and for this 
purpose briefed the NOEL-UNIRC team for a community event later in September. This 
event took place on the sea front during a local festival. During the event, the NOEL-
UNIRC team, led by Anita Santoro, requested citizens and visitors to answer a set of 
questions in exchange for an icecream.

What is the main challenge of the social acceptance of The Blue Growth What is the main challenge of the social acceptance of The Blue Growth 
Farm platform and in which way are you going to face it?Farm platform and in which way are you going to face it?
Acquiring social licence requires a developer such as the Blue Growth Farm project 
to get information from local communities and to inform, consult, involve and respond 
to them. The stakeholder workshop and the community event provided opportunities 

Paul Tett – The Scottish Association for Marine Science
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to inform and consult, as well as gathering information about public opinion. We 
found that there was considerable local support for the proposed development, 
but also some concerns. These concerns were stronger in relation to fish-farming 
and its environmental impact, and there was a lack of trust in official regulation of 
environmental impact. Furthermore, there was a preference for local ownership of 
platforms, which may not be possible given the costs of their construction. We will face 
these concerns by continuing to provide information during further meetings of the 
Stakeholder Reference Group and by involving the Group in the design and operation 
specifications for Blue Growth platforms that will be prepared at the end of the BGF 
project.

Were you satisfied about the results of the first project workshop and Were you satisfied about the results of the first project workshop and 
community event on social acceptance?community event on social acceptance?
Yes, because we learned about local opinions from citizens during the community event, 
and saw that stakeholders were willing to engage with the BGF project. Although both 
groups expressed some reservations relating to environmental impact and platform 
visibility, it was encouraging that the majority opinion of stakeholders at the workshop, 
and of members of the public, was in favour of the development and deployment of our 
platform, especially if this brought local benefits and involved local ownership.

What do you enjoy the most about being in an international consortium What do you enjoy the most about being in an international consortium 
such as the one of The Blue Growth Farm?such as the one of The Blue Growth Farm?
By training I am a research scientist with experience in both natural and social 
sciences, and  a special interest in systems theory. In the Blue Growth Farm project I am 
particularly enjoying working with engineers and other practically-oriented experts. I 
have, also, enjoyed the opportunity to visit new parts of Italy and to eat italian icecream 
on the seafront of Reggio Calabria.

This photograph of Prof Tett was taken recently on the long-distance 
path called Via degli Dei, in the hills between Bologna and Firenze.
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